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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

KOKET & The Global Fund for Widows is honored to unveil the stunning and opulent Camilia. Designed passionately 
and exquisitely by the incomparable talents powering Koket, the Camilia was created to grace the most regal of 
dining rooms with its elegance and splendor. Inspired by the aristocratic palaces of the Alexandrian pashas of Egypt, 
the mother of pearl Camilia is crowned by artisan hand-carved peacock, meticulously engraved and delicately 
finished in gold leaf. It is only fitting that the Camilia’s treasures be concealed by the most graceful of keys.

Perhaps most intriguing is that the Camila was created in passionate support of widows and female heads of 
households in the developing world. Koket’s personal commitment to bringing an end to the vicious cycle of poverty 
- by empowering the most vulnerable of the poor through skills based training, education, access to employment, 
and access to microcapital - have culminated in the creation of this statement piece. Proceeds from sales of the 
Camilia will be donated to such widows, affording them with opportunities of health, security, stability, and dignity 
previously untenable.

The Global Fund for Widows is a U.S. based non-profit dedicated to empowering widows and female heads of 
households. Through skills-based training, education, and employment creation, the Global Fund for Widows is 
committed to empowering widows to become self-sustenant, self-assured, and to ultimately break the cycle of 
poverty.

DIMENSIONS

W 110cm | 46,22' '     D 48cm | 19,45' '     H  210cm | 82,68' '

Available in ivory mother of pearl ,  and honey/gold mother of pearl. 

LEAD TIME

Production time is between 12 to 16 weeks for 
KOKET Collection.
Delivery time is not included.

Packaging (cm/inch)

W D H
115cm / 45,3’ ’ 53cm / 20,9’ ’ 215cm / 84,6’ ’

Weight

170 Kg | 374Lb

kg

PRODUCT FEATURES


